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Healthy
dose of
reform

Thelma Kay at her birthday party Photo: Merlinde Kay

Malcolm Weihao Luo

Five female ministers were sworn
in to new ministries on December 14
in a ceremony at Admiralty House.
Member for Sydney Tanya Plibersek,
who was among them, “tweeted”
on that day: “This afternoon I was
sworn in as the new Health Minister
in the Gillard Government. V. excited
about the challenges ahead for health
reform.” Now she leans forward in
the chair of her electoral office in
Broadway to talk to the SSH. In a
confident and reassuring voice, she
outlines a passionate belief in the
progress of the health care system
and addresses the challenges of her
new portfolio.
After the new ministers were sworn
in, the Prime Minister said: “Nicola,
Tanya and Julie understand the
challenges Australian women face
as they seek to build a career.”
What do you think are the challenges
Australian women face?
Australian women are increasingly
balancing dual roles in their households,
continuing to be key caregivers
particularly to their children while
also pursuing professional careers.
I am grateful to those women before
me who fought for the opportunity I
have to raise a family I love and do
a job I am passionate about. I also
think Australian men want to be more
involved in caring – so many men are
experiencing that sense of juggling
responsibilities as well.

when they need it, where they need
it – that means better hospitals, less
waiting, more doctors and more nurses.

After the Cabinet reshuffle, Minister
Plibersek was promoted to take on
the Health portfolio. What are the
key priorities for the job?
Australians need a healthcare system
that gives them the care they need,

Given that the Greens want the
dental care scheme expanded to
include everyone in Australia, and
the Minister has alluded to reforming
the dental scheme, do you accept the
concept of universal access to dental

‘Nan Nan’ a centenarian
Gai Smith

REDFERN: Friends came from near
and far to Quirk’s café in Pitt Street

to help Thelma Kay celebrate her
100th birthday on January 15. “Nan
Nan” (as she is called by all) was
born in Hong Kong, and came to live

care? How much influence do the
Greens have on this issue?
Dental care is a key area of reform
which I am looking forward to working
on in my new role. I look forward
to working constructively with all
political parties, as well as experts and
professionals in the field, to build a
system which better cares for the dental
needs of our community.

in Redfern in 1952. She is amazed
at all the changes she has seen, in
technology, transport and building
development, but her warmest

Given that any reforms need funding,
and Labor has promised to run a
budget surplus in the 2012-13 financial
year, is it a challenge for the Minister
to prioritise structural health reform?
Recently I have discussed the
importance of means testing the Private
Health Insurance Rebate as a way of
ensuring the sustainability of our health
system. As the fastest growing area of

memories are of how friendly people
were then, and she loves the strong
Redfern community spirit that has
S
continued over the years. 

health spending, I am keen to ensure
that each dollar is being spent in the
most effective way. I do not believe that
lower income earners subsidising the
private health insurance of millionaires
is the most effective way to fund our
S
health system.
Our March issue will feature more from
this interview with Tanya Plibersek
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Ali Blogg was a nurse in her working
life, a Renal Nurse Specialist, but she
was always interested in photography.
She did numerous courses and even
had her own dark room for developing
and printing her work, back before
digital photography. She was part of
the South Sydney Herald Editorial Team
from its beginning and her connections
with the paper strengthened after she
retired from nursing. She even took
on the tough job of invoicing for
advertisements in the paper.
As she worked in the area, she became
known both to many of the subjects of
her photos and to members of the local
community. I will always remember
when she was trying to take a photo of
Kim Beazley (and a baby) when he was
presenting at an event in the Eveleigh
Workshops. The mainstream media were
out in force, jostling with each other to
get their metre-long cameras into the best
positions. As usual, this made life difficult
for Ali to get where she wanted. However,
when the moment arrived for the main
photo opportunity, the gathered locals
pushed the mainstream media aside,
said, “Come on Ali!” and lifted her up so
that she could get a good view! She was
“their” photographer.
She has now had to end her work with
the paper, due to aggressive brain cancer.
Shortly after the diagnosis, we held an
exhibition of some of her best photos in
the Orchard Gallery in our church and

many people came to see the exhibition
and to buy her prints.
Ali enjoyed being part of our
community project and meeting all sorts
of people in the area. She images herself
and Trevor Davies as two somewhat
comical figures, trudging along together,
carrying all her equipment. Working
with Trevor was something else again –
a mixture of fun and often chaos, with
back-and-forth phone calls to sort out
crises, but always in the end rewarding
as she built relationships within the life
of South Sydney and the volunteers who
produce our paper.
Relationships were everything in what
she did. Sometimes they were linked with
meeting extraordinary local people who
inspired her and at other times with
community leaders who recognised
her and were very co-operative and
supportive.
Being a media photographer expanded
her experience and she found herself
doing more courses, upgrading her camera
equipment and enjoying the fun. Not that
she could ever compete with the massive
resources carried by mainstream media,
but she learned to try to beat the pack
and ignore a few whacks and thumps on
the way!
She celebrates the meaning and
purpose her photography gave to her life
after retirement and the honour of sharing
in engaging with the diverse people and
the work of the paper. Whatever the future
holds, Ali will always remember what
it meant to her to be part of the South
Sydney Herald for more than a decade. S

Housing NSW
Masterplan takes shape
Geoff Turnbull

Housing NSW has released
reports from its November planning
workshops for the next round of
discussions. Separate reports for
Redfern and Waterloo include an
“Ideas for Improvement” summary
and map which shows what Housing
NSW believes the community wants.
The reports are available to view at
the Factory Community Centre or on
the REDWatch website and will be
available at later workshops.
Housing NSW’s February focus is on
Building design with a bus trip for people
who want to learn more followed by a

Workshop on March 10 at Redfern oval.
In March Housing NSW is also organising
walks through Redfern and Waterloo to
explore ideas for the final Community
Design Workshops with the urban
planners in late March. To book contact
Martin Clark on 9268 3443.
It is worrying that no exhibition of
a Draft Preliminary Masterplan and its
background studies is planned before it
is finalised in June 2012 for reporting to
the Federal funders. Housing NSW is only
saying that the Preliminary Masterplan
will be presented to the community in
the second half of 2012. An exhibition of
the Draft document is essential before it
is used as the basis for future decisionS
making. 

1
JOSEPH MEDCALF

FUNERAL SERVICES
2 Family owned & operated 2
2 100% Australian & fully independent 2
2 Pre-Paid & Pre-Arrange Funeral Plans 2
Joseph Medcalf has been serving Sydney since 1880
and is a long-standing part of the local community.
We offer personal attention 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, and cover all Sydney suburbs.

172 Redfern Street, Redfern
9698 2644

Labels on Sale at the corner of Redfern and Regent streets, has rolled up the shutters –
one of the first shopfronts in Redfern to take advantage of the City of Sydney’s incentive scheme.
Photos: Geoff Turnbull & Andrew Collis
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The youth of today

The young
entrepreneurs

Youth of today, a regular article
on local youth and related issues,
is kindly sponsored by Appetite Cafe

APPETITE

ood
+
eople

cafe : redfern

Appetite Cafe
82 Regent St, Redfern
Tel 9699 4069

Aaron with Alex Pirouz at Eveleigh Markets Photo: Andrew Collis

Malcolm Weihao Luo

EVELEIGH: Aaron caught the entrepreneurial
bug at the age of 11, selling hot dogs at the
market. His Awesome Dogs business earned
him $170 in two hours. Awesome Dogs enabled
him to find his passion and helped him
complete the transformation of himself from a
boy with severely low self-esteem.

The eight-week course organised by the Club
Kidpreneur Foundation is a social enterprise
committed to helping young people start and
grow their own micro-enterprises and to inspiring
careers in entrepreneurship. It was developed by
businessperson Creel Price, who had started eight
businesses by the time he left school. The course
also aimed at inspiring kids, like Aaron, to find their
passion and develop the courage to follow it.
Kids often have a natural entrepreneurial

Over the last couple of months, the University has been
consulting with the community to refine our plan for a
new building to house our new Business School at the
Abercrombie Precinct in Darlington.
This has been a long process involving ongoing
conversations with the community and we are committed to
addressing the concerns over the initial proposal whilst
ensuring we produce a more integrated facility that
respects the local character of the streetscape. We believe we have now found a way
forward, which respects the surrounding areas and complements the local character
of Darlington.
The University understands that traffic and parking are important issues for local
residents, particularly parents of school children. To address this, the revised plan
includes:
• 	fewer car spaces within the site to reduce the number of car movements in and
out of the precinct
• a safe school drop off zone

spirit. Whether it’s the cupcakes, a dog-walking
business or card making, these early experiments
teach children independence, marketing, and
communication skills. And even if these activities
don’t turn into a multimillion-dollar business, kids
will still carry those crucial skills and lessons with
them into adulthood.
Kids love to figure things out and rarely have
much money. So the resolution is to encourage
them to make projects out of whatever they have

got around. Business advisor, Alex Pirouz, believes
kids are more switched on when they are taught
what they need to do. “The course doesn’t push
any business idea at all, and it helps facilitate the
environment where kids come up with ideas,”
he said.
“We encourage kids’ ideas, but we also teach
them how to make their ideas scalable,” Mr Pirouz
said. “Take dog-walking business as an example –
you cannot walk hundreds of dogs at one time; you
are trading your time for money. We try to teach
them how to create a business that’s scalable to a
point where you are able to take something small
into something big.”
Club Kidpreneur adopts relaxed teaching
methods to get kids involved in the class
on a regular basis. The course teaches them
entrepreneurship in a way that is fun and
interesting. Example teaching is one of them.
Mr Pirouz explained that there are lots of exercises
to get kids involved to make sure they love to
come every week, including group examples and
individual examples. Because all the teachers
are entrepreneurs, when they communicate and
show their attitudes and actions to these kids, it
can spark children’s thinking and practice their
entrepreneurial qualities.
Mr Pirouz thinks that entrepreneurship is one
of the most essential life lessons kids need to
learn. “Schools don’t teach you how to deal with
challenge, or when you’ve got $500 in your account,
and you need $20,000 to come in next year’s pay
to pay all the wages, how do you deal with that?
Business has no age, as long as you’ve got the desire
and right mentoring, you can achieve anything.”
Instilling in kids the belief that they can
accomplish whatever they desire, and teaching
them about entrepreneurship in a way that is fun
and interesting, is the key to shaping entrepreneurs
S
for the future.
A group of local kids was mentored to prepare for a
small business stall at Eveleigh Artisan Markets in
December. Visit www.clubkidpreneur.com
Contact Alex Pirouz: alex.pirouz@ridcadvisory.com.au
0433 205 493

Sunflower
Community
Clinic
Specialised psychological treatment
and integrated services.
Innovative Community Health Specialist.
We are new & we can help!
If you or someone in your family has a
psychosis or other mental illness.
GPs can refer you.

• a focus on pedestrian safety and ease of access through the site.
We are now close to finalising the revised plan, which is expected to be submitted
to the Department of Planning and Infrastructure by the end of February 2012.
In the meantime we will be holding a community information day at the Eveleigh
Markets to provide further details and get you feedback before the plan is submitted to
the Department of Planning. Project updates and details of the information day will be
posted on the project website www.sydney.edu.au/abercrombie_precinct
Michael Spence
Vice-Chancellor
Community contact details
Security and after hours: 1800 063 487 (free call) 24hrs a day, 7 days a week
Enquiries: 9114 0523 Email: local.comunity@sydney.edu.au

Tel: 9715 5022 Fax: 9747 8626
Suite C, Level 1, 5 Belmore St, Burwood NSW 2134
Google ‘Sunflower Clinic Burwood’
An initiative of SFNSW: www.sfnsw.org.au
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ADVERTISEMENT

Tanya Plibersek MP
Member for Sydney

What Labor’s
National Health
Reforms mean
for you
This year I am excited to be taking on a new
challenge as the Health Minister in the Gillard
Government.
Federal Labor is committed to a health system
where patients get the care they need, when
Artist impression of Pemulwuy development on The Block Image: Supplied

Pemulwuy – towards excavation
Lyn Turnbull

REDFERN: The Aboriginal Housing
Company’s (AHC) Pemulwuy Project
final plans are on public exhibition
until the end of February. Excavation
is planned for May.
“Now that the DA is lodged people
are realising it’s going to happen,”
said Mick Mundine of the AHC. “We
are now working on the next stage of
making sure that the company has
the structures in place so that we can
become a registered Community Housing
Provider and employ the staff that will be
needed. We will be employing security
and maintenance staff as well as running
the student housing.”
The AHC has decided against the
earlier option of having some of the
housing in the Pemulwuy Project
available for sale. Mr Mundine said it

had not been possible to find a way to
sell any of the housing units or town
houses without it affecting the AHC’s
freehold ownership of the land. To sell
off any of The Block isn’t an option. “It’s
a modern sacred site and it has to stay.
We are the first people of the land and
we aren’t going anywhere … It’s time to
work together with all the community.
We want people to get off the train and
see what’s happening on The Block and
in our urban community.”
One thing that has dismayed Lani
Tuitavake, the AHC’s administrator,
is that often when media and other
visitors come to the office to discuss the
Pemulwuy Project they don’t ask about
what housing is going to be built, but
instead exclaim, “How you can knock
down the flag [painted on the outside
wall of the gym at the bottom of The
Block]?” Alex Tui, Lani’s husband,
painted the flag mural with the help of

some of the local children around 10
years ago when he promised Mick that he
would give him “the biggest flag you can
see on The Block”. So a reproduction of
the mural will be etched into a glass wall
fronting the new plaza, where people
will be able to gather to watch special
performance events.
The AHC hopes that the gallery along
the railway line will become a magnet for
tourists who come to Australia wanting to
explore Indigenous culture, and that people
will then walk across the plaza to the Tribal
Warrior offices to book an Aboriginal
harbour cruise on their new vessel Mari
S
Nawi (meaning Big Canoe). 
You can view other images of the
Pemulwuy Project and the exhibition
documents on the Department of
Planning’s website:
http://majorprojects.planning.nsw.gov.au/
index.pl?action=view_job&job_id=4338

Assange and democracy –
shooting the messenger?
Jann Dark

By publishing secret documents
revealing war crimes, human rights
abuses and corruption in corporations
and governments around the world,
WikiLeaks, it may be argued, has
changed the face of journalism.
Greens Senator Scott Ludlam, who
will be speaking at an upcoming public
forum on Wikileaks and democracy, said:
“Freedom of speech, freedom to publish,
freedom to demand transparency
of government and privacy of the
individual are the sources from which
all our other freedoms flow.” Yet the US
Administration wants to close WikiLeaks
down and prosecute its founder, Julian
Assange, and our own government
seems willing to let it do so.
International financial services
organisations have blocked payments
to WikiLeaks in an attempt to destroy the
organisation. A grand jury has convened
in West Virginia for the purpose of

indicting Assange on charges designed
to circumvent free speech protections
in the US Constitution, while prominent
US politicians have called for his
assassination.
On February 1 and 2, the UK Supreme
Court will hear Assange’s last appeal
against extradition to Sweden for
questioning over allegations of sexual
assault. From Sweden he could be
quickly sent to the US under a legal
device known as “temporary surrender”.
Many aspects of the Swedish case
have raised suspicions that it is being
used to politically persecute Assange.
For example, the case was initially
dropped, deemed too weak to warrant
investigation. It was then reopened after
intervention by a Swedish politician
close to US diplomats – Claes Borgstrom
– who is now the lawyer acting for
Assange’s accusers. Assange’s offers to
be interviewed in the UK, including at
the Swedish Embassy and Scotland Yard,
have consistently been turned down by
Sweden.

Despite the threat to Assange from
the US, official sources show that the
Australian Government has done nothing
beyond seeking assurances that he will
be “accorded due process” in Sweden.
The forum, WikiLeaks, Assange and
Democracy, will be chaired by Mary
Kostakidis. Julian’s mother, Christine
Assange, will speak about her son’s
ordeal and what she has learned from the
Wikileaks documents. She is “horrified,
both about the threat to Julian, and
about the threat to global democracy”
and is urging Australians to support
S
her son. 
Forum details: Friday February 17,
6.30–8.15pm. University of Technology,
Sydney. Broadway, Ultimo. Bldg 2
(Via Tower Bldg) Level 4, Room 13.
More information: Helen 0413 381 408.
Chair: Mary Kostakidis
Scott Ludlam, Federal Greens
Senator Christine Assange, mother
of Julian Assange, Humphrey
McQueen, Historian ANU

they need it, where they need it.
Turning this ambition into reality is at the core
of Labor ’s National Health Reform agenda.
That means a broad raft of changes, like:


better funding for our public hospitals;



stronger primary healthcare through
Medicare Locals, and;



reducing emergency department and
elective surgery waiting times.

An example of these reforms in action is the
after hours GP helpline.
Over the holiday break I heard from a number
of local residents who took advantage of this
new service, getting in touch with a doctor after
hours when their regular GP was unavailable,
and saving themselves a trip to the hospital.
The service is free to callers from landlines
within Australia and operates at nights, on
weekends and on public holidays – 365 days
a year.
The after hours GP helpline can be called on
1800 022 222.
Authorised by Tanya Plibersek MP, Labor Member for Sydney
150 Broadway, Broadway NSW 2007
T 9379 0700 F 9379 0701 | Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au
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Late-night
programs in
City of Sydney
libraries
Reece Meredith

Continuing on from the highly
successful award-winning first
trial in April 2011 at the Surry Hills
Library, 405 Crown St, late-night
library opening hours return on
Thursday nights, from February 2.
You can drop by after work or after
dinner to browse the collection,
borrow a book, get online or join
the alluring late-night events.
Our local Surry Hills Library was
crowned Best Library Program in 2011,
featuring Spooky Storytelling, thoughtprovoking debates, live music and film
screenings, plus Steam erotic fiction.
Staff at Customs House Library are
also following suit with a range of
events planned.
S
Details on these exciting upcoming
programs can be found at
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/library

‘Lift Redfern’
Station
Geoff Turnbull

A campaign to get lifts installed at
Redfern Station is being supported
by a wide range of organisations
including business, the arts, the
Aboriginal community, community
services, resident groups and local
political party branches.
A key part of the “Lift Redfern”

campaign is to get the appalling access
at Redfern Station debated in the NSW
Parliament and for the Legislative
Assembly to call upon the “Minister
of Transport to take immediate action to
install lifts to Redfern Station platforms”.
The Premier put in place a procedure
where a 10,000-signature petition
would generate a Parliamentary debate.
A 2003 community forum was told
that unless the Government intervened
Redfern Station would not be upgraded
until 2011. Both 2011 and Government
interventions have come and gone and
the 20-year-old promise that access
would be addressed by a station
upgrade could still be another 20 years
away when lifts are needed now.
“Lift Redfern” is collecting stories
about how the lack of access impacts
on a wide spectrum of the community.
So share your stories, show your
support by getting as many signatures
as you can and supporting other
initiatives. More information is on the
“Lift Redfern” tab on www.redwatch.
S
org.au/.

End of RWA
Geoff Turnbull

The Redfern Waterloo Authority
has finished. Gone are the community
grants and the Ministerial Advisory
Committees.
The RWA website is not being
updated but a page provides details
of what’s happened to some RWA
initiatives and a list of what the RWA
thinks was achieved is at www.
redfernwaterloo.nsw.gov.au/rwa_
conclusion.html/.
Many of its functions have passed
to the Sydney Metropolitan
Development Authority (SMDA)
operating out of Government offices

5

near Strawberry Hills Post Office. Its
website now contains earlier RWA
material that transfers to it. While we
await new community engagement
mechanisms from the SMDA keep
an eye on www.smda.nsw.gov.au to
S
follow their activities.

www.2030inyourvillage.com.
au for information about your
“Village Group” and take the
opportunity provided to say what
you want Council to do in your local
S
community.

Council
redefines
village groups

Fog surrounds
Sartor and
RWA hill

Geoff Turnbull

Geoff Turnbull

Council has redrawn its village
boundaries for community forums
and delivery of community
services in line with the City’s
2030 strategy.

Given all the conflict over The
Block you would expect to read of
it in Frank Sartor’s book, The Fog
on the Hill – How NSW Labor Lost
Its Way. Surprisingly, it rates only a
passing mention in a section on “The
twisted tales of EM Farrelly”.

The new boundaries are
an important administrative
mechanism for Council. It is
asking residents for input about
their local “Village Groups” to help
identify what services and facilities
should be in their local community.
Between late February and early
April Council will hold community
forums in the 10 roughly equal-sized
village groups.
There have been concerns raised
about how the boundaries have been
drawn, as major arterial roads and
railway lines isolate some suburbs
from their designated hub. So for
example “Redfern Street” village
group includes Chippendale, but
not Redfern public housing which is
part of “Crown and Baptist Streets”,
while Danks Street, Waterloo Oval
and Alexandria Park all become part
of “Green Square and City South”.
Irrespective of reactions to
the new boundaries, the process
will set Council’s local agenda
for the next few years. So visit

Another section deals with
accusations against Kristina
Keneally and Tony Pooley over “The
Undermining of Robert Domm” which
resulted in the investigation of the RWA
by the State Internal Audit Bureau. In
Sartor’s view, “The Redfern-Waterloo
Authority had no money, being
another example of cosmetic politics,
but we had to make it work – and
we did, largely due to the efforts of
Robert Domm”.
On the “The Callan Park Mess”
Sartor says Keneally planned to
“compensate” Sydney Uni for loosing
Callan Park, doing it behind the RWA’s
back and against a cabinet decision.
According to Sartor it didn’t go ahead
because, from what he was told, the
amount Sydney Uni was prepared to
pay was much lower than what the
site was worth. In a statement on
the REDWatch website Sydney Uni
has responded by documenting their
undertakings to pay full market price
and say it appears Sartor was unaware

of developments that took place after
S
he left cabinet.

SMDA area
exhibitions
Geoff Turnbull

Some planning protection will
come to the Large Erecting Shop
with the welcome withdrawal of the
BEP zoning for a 4-12 storey building
and the reinstatement of controls at
its existing height. The site returns
to permitting rail infrastructure
facilities and information and
education facilities consistent with
RailCorp’s decision to use the site
for rail heritage purposes and is on
exhibition until February 15.
In addition to the AHC’s Pemulwuy
Project which includes student
accommodation (exhibition until
February 29) Urbanest’s proposal for
2-5 storey student housing nearby on
Cleveland Street is also on Exhibition
until March 2.
Consultations on the SMDA precinct
studies kicks off in February with focus
groups on the crucial Social Impact
Assessment (SIA) and Scoping of the
BEP2 changes. Details are available
from the SMDA. Following the
abandoning of the 2011 Community
Facilities Review the requirement of the
area for facilities and service delivery
will now also be included in the SIA.
HNSW Masterplan discussions also
underway are including possible onestop shops and unspecified community
facilities without the facilities review
findings and there is a danger of a
repeat of the Redfern Oval experience
where access to facilities people
expected during consultations was
S
not delivered.
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Doing the
best we can
by Angelique Watkins

Sarah Carruthers of the Alexandria Vet Hospital with Jon (5 months) and Tippy (12 weeks) Photo: Andrew Collis

Adopt a pet
Justine McNamara

PetRescue Australia helps to save
pet’s lives by running an online
adoption program called PEDIGREE
Adoption for abandoned animals. Pets
are often a popular Christmas gift,
so the number of pets adopted in the
months before Christmas increases, as
does the number of pets rescued after
December. But this isn’t necessarily
because they were abandoned gifts.
“The abandonment of Christmas
puppies is a bit of a holiday myth!
Studies have shown pets adopted
around Christmas are no more likely to
be abandoned than pets acquired at other
times of the year,” PetRescue director
Vickie Davy said. Other reasons, such as

escaping from a house because of house
sitters or visitors and running away after
being scared by fireworks can contribute
to the number of pets in need of rescue
at this time of year.
PetRescue’s program has found homes
for more than 6,200 dogs and encourages
people to consider adopting a pet rather
than buying one from a shop. “The
sad fact is that every year over 200,000
healthy adoptable pets will be killed
because they aren’t adopted,” said Ms
Davy. “With literally thousands of pets
listed on the PetRescue website every day,
of all breeds and ages, it’s easy to find
the perfect pet to fit into your home.”
Taking on a pet for the first time
is a big step and comes with a lot of
responsibility. Ms Davy offers this advice:
“Don’t overlook adult animals; their

personalities are completely developed, so
you know whether you’re getting a couch
potato or an agility candidate. They’re
generally much less work than baby pets
if you are a busy family.” If you’re not
sure about making a commitment to a
pet, it is possible to foster one to see how
it suits your lifestyle.
If you’re thinking about getting a
new pet, act on it now. Ms Davy said:
“December through February is an
awesome time to look for a new rescue
pet, as the range of available animals
is enormous and you will be genuinely
saving the life of a pet that might
otherwise not get a second chance.”
Sarah Carruthers works at the
Alexandria Vet Hospital on Botany Road.
Most weeks the pen in the waiting room
holds cats for adoption. Male cat, Jon,
is 5 months old and was returned by his
owner. Tippy is a female kitten rescued
S
from the street.
Contact Sarah on 9698 4120.
Pet Rescue: www.petrescue.com.au

Eating a vegetarian diet
is one step we can all take
which will help both our
health and the wellbeing of
the greater animal kingdom.
Not wearing leather or
consuming other animalderived products are further
steps we can take. Working
out the multitude of animal
derivatives and where they
are hidden is a trickier task
and will undoubtedly be an
ongoing learning process for
vegetarians and vegans alike.
The aim of a vegetarian
or vegan is to minimise
our harm on animals and
negative impact on the
planet. We all strive to do
this with varying levels of
success.
Admittedly it is not
possible to avoid all harm
to animals such as rodents
and bugs which may be
inadvertently harmed in
the harvesting or growing
of plant foods, but at least
this harm can be minimised
by only eating plant foods.
People need to eat plants but
not animals, therefore some
harm is inevitable in the
consumption of plant foods.
For the production of
meat, however, additional
plant crops are needed to
feed the cattle and additional
land (and animals and
bugs) is cleared to keep the
cattle, sheep or other farm
animals, thereby causing the
unnecessary harm one hopes
to avoid.

Many of us would love
our own big veggie garden to
grow our own food, but for
a lot of us that is not always
an immediate possibility
and we can only do the best
we can with what we have
available. “Back in the day”
when home-grown fruit
and veggies, or gathered
fruit and veggies were the
norm, many additional
vitamins and minerals were
found on the food as it had
not been scrubbed as is
done today to make a food
“pretty” and spotless for the
supermarkets. Therefore,
having some fortification of
vitamins and minerals from
plant sources in your cereal,
soy milk or juice should not
leave you with a feeling of
guilt or doubt as to your
cruelty-free eating habits,
it is just making the best of
what is available and doable
in this day and age.
Society can be cruel and
unforgiving, particularly
if you do not conform to
the “norm”. Just have faith
in yourself, your desire to
minimise harm and keep
yourself and your family
healthy, and do the best
you can.
Many local cafes are
expanding their menus
to cater for vegetarians.
Tripod Café in Darlington
now has several delicious
veggie options (and a veggie
catering service). Come in
and ask!

Column sponsored by

TRIPOD CAFE
262 Abercrombie St, Darlington
Tel 9698 8677

Shane Phillips in his office Photo: Andrew Collis

Shane Phillips in top 100
Liesa Clague

made him the leader he is today.

REDFERN: According to the Sydney
Morning Herald’s (Sydney) magazine,
Shane Phillips of the Tribal Warrior
Association is one of Sydney’s 100 most
influential people. It was an immense
pleasure speaking to Shane about
growing up in Redfern – what has
inspired him with regards to his work
now, and recalling, when he was young,
the key events and people who have

Shane (a Bundjalung, Wonnarua and
Eora man) was born in Redfern, and grew
up surrounded by role models such as
Mum Shirl, Charlie Perkins, Joyce Clague,
and other Aboriginal men and women
who have contributed to the fight for
equal opportunity, the right to be counted
as part of the wider community and to help
support Aboriginal people. Shane talked
about the environment of Redfern in the

’70s and ’80s, which were “good times”.
Much has changed since then.
Shane looks forward to new life for
“working families” on The Block, better
relationships with the police and among
all people of good will in the community.
What inspires Shane is supporting his
family and being true to them as well as
doing the best he can for his community.
He believes that you need good work ethics
and to follow through by doing the best
job you can.

Shane started work at the age of 14, after
being told by his Dad he had to work. The
work experience for Shane was “tough but
fair”, and he learnt a lot from the people
he worked with and for. He learned there
was value and pride in contributing to the
greater good.
Shane recalls, when he was 14 years old,
assisting another lad to break into a car. The
other lad ran away but Shane was caught
by police. He recalls that the police officer
“kicked me up the bum” and “told me

he didn’t want me being involved in any
stealing again”. This event shaped Shane to
realise that he did not want to do anything
to get himself into trouble. “I respected that
he gave me that chance – that he showed
me that respect,” Shane said.
Being there for his family, maintaining
humility and integrity, and developing
programs that support young people in
the community to achieve their goals are
very important to Shane – more important
S
than any accolades or awards. 
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100 issues
of the SSH
Memories of
the early SSH
Dorothy McRae-McMahon

I will always remember special
episodes in working to produce
the South Sydney Herald. I image
Vladimir Korotkov, Trevor Davies
and myself sitting in a local cafe
planning each issue and allocating
responsibilities. Often people
would come up and say, “Could
we have this story in our paper?”
As a distributor, I loved the
moments when people stopped
me and asked for a copy of the
paper or told me that it was the
only free paper they read.
I recall interviewing a Muslim
woman who had just returned from
the amazing pilgrimage to Mecca.
It was marvellous to think that a
Redfern person would go on this
astonishing adventure. As a Christian,
I found it enlightening to learn from
her about the grand Islamic tradition.
Then there was the phone call from
the Redfern Fire Station. The officer
in charge wondered if we would be
interested in learning that, for the
first time in history, the entire staff of
the station for the coming weekend
would be Aboriginal. Of course, we
were indeed interested and after
doing an interview with the staff, Ali
Blogg took a photo of them standing
proudly before the big fire engine.
I celebrate that people on The
Block wept when the Commander of
the Redfern Police Station, Catherine
Burn, left to become an Assistant
Commissioner. They sat around
on the grass and told her how sad
they were to see her going. She had
obviously built meaningful and
respectful relationships with them
– not a common thing previously.
Then there was the astonishing
event at the Northcott Estate,
with residents engaging with a
number of professional actors in
a drama of sound and lights as
they celebrated their history.
We have loved watching young

“I came across the SSH in a time of
doubt, expecting a base to develop
my journalistic skills, which I did,
while discovering what it means
to be part of a community, a
neighbour and a person who thinks
and acts beyond his means”
Ben Falkenmire,
Writer, Amsterdam

journalism students enhancing
their skills by writing for us. Their
enthusiasm has been touching and
many of them have gone on to find
paid work in the media. Of course,
other older people have also written
for us, bringing the experience
of living in the area and gifting
us with their time and talents.
So often, the most special stories
and interviews came from people
who thought their lives were ordinary.
And yet, we recognised in them
extraordinary stories of survival
and generosity. Then there was the
sustained passion of people for some
cause or project. We saw all sorts of
gardens within what most people
would see as narrow streets and small
blocks. We watched the development
of the Pemulwuy Project, always
hoping it would be brought to fruition.
It has been enriching to meet
and talk with so many community
leaders – to discover what sort of
people they really are and to have
some idea of what it means to try
and live with integrity in political
life. I feel deeply grateful for the
way in which so many people gave
us their time and were prepared to
discuss the issues of the day. S

Impressions of
a new arrival
Justine McNamara

I moved to Redfern almost
four years ago, and in that time
have been impressed by the
sense of community in this area.
People here care for each other.
The local business owners are
friendly and they make you feel
welcome each time you visit them.
The producers of the SSH capture
this in their monthly paper and this
is how they’ve come to have 100
issues. They provide a voice for
people who otherwise might not be
heard and contribute to the overall
wellbeing of the community.
When I approached Editor Andrew

thankful to be part of the team.”
Brendan Wong,
Journalist, Gymea

“I began writing for the SSH during
my first year of studying journalism
(post-graduate and part-time) in
2008. It gave me a great opportunity
to find and write stories about local
people and local issues – and to
develop the craft of telling these
stories as succinctly as possible.
These were skills I took with me into
radio broadcasting as a producer and
presenter at 2ser, and as a casual
producer at 702 ABC and 2GB.”
Wendy Collis,
Mornings Producer, ABC Local Radio
Mid-North Coast, Port Macquarie

“I’ve been associated with the SSH
since 2007. Combined with my
involvement in community radio
the SSH was the launch pad for my
career in journalism. With support
from the SSH team I was selected
for a prestigious placement with
Deutsche Welle radio in Germany
and subsequently travelled to many
interesting places in the world.
My work took me to Afghanistan
where I had many wonderful
adventures. I will never forget the
ongoing friendship and support I
have received from the SSH team
and more importantly the strong
sense of belonging I feel to such a
passionate and diverse community.
Thank you and happy 100th!”
Ellice Mol,
Journalist, Hurlstone Park

“I starting writing for the SSH in
2008 after completing my first
year of journalism at UTS. The
experience has been both invaluable
and interesting. I’m very proud and

“I’m very grateful to Trevor for the
opportunity to write great stories
on issues that residents really cared
about. Although my involvement with
SSH was brief, I’m proud to have been

Collis about the possibility of writing
as an intern, with little experience,
I was amazed at his response.
He and News Editor Lyn Turnbull
were incredibly welcoming and
encouraging towards me, and I feel
this attitude is present in each issue of
the paper. It is a publication genuinely
concerned with its sources’ stories
and their feelings about the range
of issues covered each month. S

Remembering
the journey
Joe Correy

As a person who grew up in
Redfern and who spent a number
of years as a journalist, I can say
without hesitation that writing
for the SSH was the period of my
career as a journalist that I look
back upon most fondly. When I
left the SSH, I wrote about many
other communities, badgered a lot
of local members who weren’t mine
and brought about change for the
people in other parts of Sydney. But
it was never as satisfying as sticking
it to then Minister for Redfern
Waterloo, Frank Sartor, about
housing on The Block, or being
threatened with lawsuits for naming
police who bashed local kids.
It’s rare for journalists to be
given the opportunity to report
on their community and rarer still
for communities in today’s media
landscape to be able to read stories
from a truly local perspective. It is
not surprising that such opportunities
exist in South Sydney, however, given
its uniqueness and the specialness
of the people it has produced. With
that said, congratulations to the SSH
on its 100th edition, no easy feat. The
newspaper might barely resemble its
original incarnation, Chippo Politics,
which Trevor Davies had my Nan
fold in her Chippendale home at all
hours, but its character as a truly local
newspaper for the people of South
Sydney remains unchanged. S

a part of a community newspaper
that is run by passionate volunteers
and reports on real and challenging
topics. Happy 100th issue SSH!”
Winnie Choo,
Journalist, Kingsgrove
“Since becoming regularly involved
with the Eden Garden in 2009, and
meeting new people at the South
Sydney Uniting Church and Orchard
Gallery, I liaised with Trevor Davies,
helping with SSH deliveries and
supporting him with cleaning and
repairs at his home until he passed
away in 2011. Having an interest in
developing my writing skills also
meant responding to a broad range
of social questions and issues.
How we choose to communicate
socially fascinates me still.”
Reece Meredith,
Journalist, Waterloo
“I appreciate the wonderful job
on the part of all involved in the
SSH. My hearty congratulations
on this 100th issue. Roll on, SSH.
I will welcome the 200th issue!”
Moses, Irene and Tania,
Readers, Waterloo

ADVERTISEMENT

Kristina
Keneally MP
MEMBER
FOR HEFFRON

Happy New Year and welcoming a
new year of learning for children
starting pre-school in 2012
The New Year brings much excitement, and a few nerves,
as many children get ready to start pre-school.
Unfortunately, the O'Farrell Government's shock decision
to introduce public preschool fees of up to $40 a day
from 1 January 2012, is an unnecessary burden on NSW
parents struggling with household budgets.
Mums and Dads who voted for Barry O'Farrell last March
had no idea he had this nasty surprise in store for them.
The Premier has been dishonest with the people of NSW
and the Labor Opposition will hold him accountable.
An extra $100 to $200 a week is a serious hit on the
household budget. Many families returning from summer
holidays are in for a shock when their young children
embark on a new school year.
If you are concerned about what fees you might be
charged, or are seeking information, visit the Department
of Education and Training's website at www.det.nsw.edu.
au to learn what are the new charges in 2012.
This is a fee increase that applies in public preschools
right across NSW. Carmel Tebbutt, Labor Opposition
spokesperson for Education is campaigning to stop this fee
hike. If you would like to add your voice to those already
concerned about raising pre-school fees, please contact
my office where I have copies of a petition to be presented
to Parliament.
I wish all the readers of the South Sydney Herald a happy
and healthy 2012.
Kind regards,
The Hon Kristina Keneally MP

Kristina Keneally MP
Member for Heffron
Phone: 9699 8166
Email: heffron@parliament.nsw.gov.au
Mail: Shop 117/747 Botany Road, Rosebery NSW 2018
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tripod cafe
262 Abercrombie St, Darlington
Ph: 9698 8677 Open 7 days
Mon-Fri 7am-5pm Sat-Sun 8am-4pm

Pepsee
CUT & COLOUR H A IRSA LON

Swedish massage and Shiatsu available
276 Abercrombie Street Darlington 2008
Mobile: 0403 110 832

Carmen at her 70th birthday celebrations Photo: Ali Blogg

Valé Carmen Rupe (1936–2011)
Julie McCrossin

Sydney and Melbourne

1300 769 389

www.goget.com.au

24/7 access to cars parked nearby

Assure
Psychology
Urban Nature wellbeing centre
216 enmore rd (cnr edgeware Rd)
enmore nsw 2042

Caring, confidential psychological services
to help you deal with life’s difficulties
Bulk billing available on referral from GP
Contact Elizabeth Munro on 0408 612 808
or at elizabethjmunro@bigpond.com

Over 300 mourners packed the
Sydney Maori Church of Te Wairua
Tapu in Elizabeth Street Redfern
on December 20 to celebrate the
life of transsexual entertainer and
icon, Carmen Rupe. Carmen died at
St Vincent’s Hospital on December
15 after complications from a hip
operation led to a serious decline
in her health. She was 75.
The emotional service was
conducted in both English and the
Maori language. The music included
“Unchained Melody” by Diana Ross
and “Sincerely” by the MacGuire
Sisters. But it was the traditional Maori
songs, sung unaccompanied, that sent
waves of emotion and tears through
the many Maori people who crossed
the Tasman and travelled from all
over Australia to show their love for
a leader who was ahead of her time.
Jacquie Grant, Carmen’s friend of
53 years, delivered a powerful eulogy,
describing Carmen and herself as
“a couple of Drag Queens who had
an unwavering conviction that they
were born into the wrong bodies”.
Jacquie met Carmen in 1958 in a
secret gay nightclub in Darlinghurst
Road. “Our life in those days was a
continual battle to dodge the police

Lic. No.: 18843

154-156 Regent St, Redfern
Ph: 9319 6044
Fax: 9319 2223
sydneycentralpanelbeat@smartchat.net.au
Insurance - Private - Fleet work
Fleetcare Repairer

long-term neighbour, Kelly Glanney.
A note in Carmen’s distinctive
handwriting was reproduced in the
Order of Service: “When I die please
make sure my hair is tidy. Lipstick on.
Black nightdress and coat. Stockings
on and clean nails. And my mother’s
greenstone necklace with black
cord. Ring my sista in Taumarunui
in New Zealand. Thank you.”
The traffic in Elizabeth Street was
blocked by the crowd of mourners
as Carmen’s red coffin was driven
away. She was buried with a blessed
jade stone from the Arahura River
in her hand, carried by friends from
New Zealand. Her guard of honour at
Rookwood, including Miss Ribena and
Miss K and many other transgender
people, stretched for 50 yards. A
Carmen Rupe Memorial Trust is being
established to do good works, and a
feature film is planned to tell her story.
In later life, Carmen developed
faith and Archdeacon Karipa from
the Maori Church says she always sat
quietly in the back row at church. As
her coffin was carried out for the last
time, the huge crowd gave Carmen a
S
standing ovation. 
Further information on the
Carmen Rupe Memorial Trust
can be found on Facebook or via
carmenrupememorialtrust@gmail.com

Valé Betty Joy Little (1944–2011)
Georgina Abrahams

Sydney Central
Panel Beaters

and grow our hair, which was a badge
of honour,” she told the mourners.
“Long hair symbolised long periods
of not being arrested and thrown into
Long Bay Jail with the obligatory
haircut. Carmen and I and many of
our peers spent many a 10-day or
three-month stint at Long Bay. Our
crime was being dressed in drag, as we
called it in those days. Actually, to tell
the truth, we did do a little hooking.
(Girls had to live, you know.) We were
beaten, shot at, ridiculed, hung out
of police station windows, stripped
and sometimes even forced to provide
sexual favours. We were part of the
Trans subculture, not by choice either.”
Carmen was born Trevor Rupe,
one of 13 children, in the small
New Zealand town of Taumarunui.
Carmen’s eldest sister, Tessie, spoke
at the funeral and remembered how
Trevor was wearing his Nana’s dresses
and high heels from the age of 11.
“Amidst the glitz and glamour of
Carmen’s many achievements – as
entertainer, media darling, charity
queen and cultural icon – it’s easily
forgotten how much courage it
took for a quiet Maori boy from
rural Taumarunui to venture
across the Tasman to Sydney in
the late ’50s aspiring to fame and
fortune as a drag artist and female
impersonator,” says Carmen’s

Born on the border of NSW and
Victoria and brought up in poverty
near Nowra in an Aboriginal
settlement, Betty became a lifelong
outspoken activist. She lived a
purposeful life and if you knew
her, you’ve got a story to tell!
Betty’s beloved mother was a
Yorta Yorta woman who died when
Betty was only five. Her Dad was a
Yuin man from Wallaga Lake, NSW.
He was a gifted musician and singer
who played the gumleaf in his band.
Like her brother Jimmy, and niece
Deborah Cheetham, Betty was also
a wonderful singer and country
and western music fed her soul.
Betty was a natural teacher.
She had a fast, sharp mind and
was driven in her commitment to
build bridges of understanding and
educate non-Aboriginal Australians
in the “truth-telling of Australian
history”. She started her business,
Koori Konnection, in the ’90s
when travelling around Australia
as an invited speaker and singer
at many Reconciliation seminars.

Her commanding, impassioned
presentations revolved around her
Invasion Wheel that she created and
distributed − about the 200 years
of trauma and grief caused by the
British invasion. With patience and
painful insight, Betty spoke to police,
politicians, magistrates, nurses,
school children, social workers
and many community groups.
Betty won an Edna Award from
the Women’s Electoral Lobby in 2002
for “Making it against the odds and
for consistently playing a vital and
active role in advancing the aims of
feminism and creating awareness
of the entrenched discrimination
suffered by Aboriginal people.”
In 1999, the International Year
of Older Persons, on International
Women’s Day, there was Betty,
marching right up front, with the
Older Women’s Network, proudly
carrying the Aboriginal flag.
When Betty was turning 60, she
threw herself a big birthday bash.
She hired a hall, a DJ, bought food
and encouraged us to bootscoot with
her and share “our Betty stories”
so she could hear our appreciation
“while she was still vertical”.

Betty had lots of loves in her life.
She loved her people, her family, she
loved women and a few men, the
Balmain Tigers football team, her
guitar, the bush, a baked dinner and
a glass of Coke and Mother Earth.
She faced many life challenges with a
gutsy determination, an adventurous
spirit and pride in her culture, all
laced with a deep enjoyment for life
and a cheeky sense of humour. Betty
wrote “You love the sunburnt country
but you don’t love the sunburnt
people who belong to the country”.
Betty is survived by her two
children, Tony and Linda, and five
grandchildren. She will be remembered
as a woman who thought with her
heart and as a tireless and brave
advocate of the most disenfranchised
– the young Indigenous, the old,
survivors of childhood sexual abuse
and domestic violence, lesbians,
the poor and homeless. Even after
a series of strokes, Betty remained a
force and continued to have a positive
effect on those around her. Her wide
circle of friends miss her and trust
Betty is enjoying singing the universe
into harmony among campfires in
S
the Milky Way. 
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The hope of community
Dorothy McRae-McMahon

The beginnings of the South
Sydney Herald arose from concerns
about the way mainstream media
portrayed the old South Sydney
area which discouraged the
development of true community.
Its negativity invited prejudice
and a lack of hope for the
diverse people who lived here.

cartoon: norrie mAy-welby

guest editorial

First Australians and constitutional change
Alistair Macrae

The Uniting Church embarked on
a journey of truth-telling in relation
to Indigenous peoples with a formal
apology in 1994. It committed
to work together for justice and
equality within the church and the
wider Australian community. Over
the years, we have achieved much
and we have also failed often. But
we continue to work together for a
better future, and so it was that five
years ago the Indigenous part of the
Church initiated a process to have
the truth of their histories told, and
our commitments clearly stated, in
the Constitution of the Church.
In 2010 the Uniting Church became
the first major Christian denomination
in Australia to formally acknowledge,
in the Preamble to its Constitution,
Australia’s traditional owners. The
Uniting Church Constitution now
acknowledges the pre-existing
relationship of Indigenous people with
the Creator God, and the Church’s
complicity with the colonising forces
in dispossessing the First Peoples from
their land, culture and spirituality.
It is out of these experiences that we

welcomed the announcement of the
Federal Government that a referendum
would be held on the recognition of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples in the Constitution. We were
delighted to hear that, in principle, the
idea had bipartisan support and that a
High Level Panel, comprising Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people, would be
formed to consult with the Australian
people and explore the options for
amending the Australian Constitution.
For the last twelve months, the
High Level Panel has engaged with
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
members of the public – people
genuinely interested in seeing the
process of reconciliation furthered
for the benefit of all Australians.
Thousands of Australians have attended
the 84 community consultations.
Organisations and individuals have
made over 3,500 submissions.
It is appropriate that Constitutional
recognition should follow the moving
apology to the First Australians delivered
by then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd in
February 2008. That apology had much
in common with the classic form of
Christian confession which is, in effect,
not so much an act of guilty handwringing as an act of telling the truth to

God about the glory and shame of our
lives; and seeking help to deal with the
consequences upon others, intended and
accidental, of our attitudes and actions.
Concerns have been expressed
that in the current process too much
time, money and energy might be
spent on “mere words” and that
such resources would be better spent
on addressing endemic aboriginal
disadvantage. That is a salutary
warning. Nevertheless, words remain
important. As one aboriginal Elder said
during the Uniting Church debate, “You
whitefellas write your law, your story,
in books. We want to be acknowledged
in your sacred Law book”.
Amending the Constitution is a
vital step forward in recognising and
honouring the identity and history
of the First Peoples. It will benefit
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians alike, by allowing us as
a nation to move beyond the shame
and distrust that has characterised
S
relationships of the past. 
Rev. Alistair Macrae is President of
the National Assembly, Uniting Church
in Australia. This text is an abridged
version of a post first published online:
www.alistairmacraeuca.blogspot.com.au

Trendy Redfern – but for whom?
Michael Shreenan

With the announcement of the
Aldi discount chain wanting to
open a store in the Danks Street
area, fear spread that it might not
receive planning approval. Local
resident activists, community
groups and community centres
advocates went out of their way
to ensure that the local support
for the store was heard. The
store, due to open soon, received
support for its application in forms
of letters and a strong petition
of 800-plus local residents. But
what was all the fuss about?
At the time, local and national
studies showed that food insecurity
was high in the area. The insecurity
was being heightened by the duopoly
that dominated the local grocery
market. The overwhelming welcome
of Aldi’s opening in the area was

driven by the hope that it would
bring some relief to the concerns
about growing grocery prices.
However, will Aldi be enough to
bring balance to the strong tide of
“yuppification” of local businesses?
In recent times, in an attempt
to re-brand the area with the new
Redfern smile, we have seen large
investment in the Redfern Street
area; the opening of expensive
cafes, small bars, art galleries, plus
Woolworths and a new Coles store.
Most of the new more affluent
residents in the area may welcome
the changes. However, we must
be cautious of the hidden cost and
damage this could do to the longterm social housing residents of the
area, who in the main are barely
surviving on $245 a week, and can
no longer afford what is currently on
offer in Redfern Street. In addition
there are those living on a median
wage, who are not dependent on

welfare but under severe housing
stress due to higher rents, costly
energy bills, and travelling costs, who
are struggling to make ends meet.
When the Redfern Brand was
launched, the late Trevor Davies
asked the question: “Is Redfern the
new Paddington? Will we lose the
working-class character that Redfern
has had for decades?” The answer
given was that we wouldn’t, however
the tide is slowly creeping in and
a walk along Redfern Street will
show that the characters occupying
the cafes and new small bars are
not the same people of times gone
by. Crime is on the decrease, more
outsiders are willing to stop by
rather than drive by, and even
now contemplate living here.
The change should be welcomed
and embraced, but let us not forget
the locals who have long called
Redfern and Waterloo home. The
challenge for government and the

The initiative for the creation of a
paper we wanted to be competent,
but different, came from a group
of us within the South Sydney
Uniting Church. Of course, religious
traditions can be seriously divisive
but, while we held our faith dear,
we believed that human community
across religions, cultures, races,
sexualities and social groupings
is both desirable and possible.
Our mission statement reads:
“Celebrating the lives of the diverse
people of South Sydney, inviting
discussion on issues of concern and
interest, adding encouragement
to possibilities for community.”
One hundred issues later, we
still hold firmly to that hope and
commitment. We celebrate the fact
that so many local people have
made the production of our paper
possible, through volunteering to
write, research, edit and distribute
each month. It makes this a
unique venture and one which,
even in its production, adds to
the sense of local community.
If we, as religious people, can
affirm human community across
many boundaries, it is because as
believers in a God, we know we can
never be God ourselves. For us, faith
should invite humility rather than
self-esteem and certainty. We do not
and cannot know everything. We may
believe things and offer those beliefs
to others in respectful dialogues,
if they wish to engage with us.
In our Christian God, we listen
to the call for us to love our

neighbours as ourselves and to
gather all people into peace and
justice, whatever it may cost. That
activity is the very sign of our faith.
As we have worked on the SSH
over these 10 years, we have been
inspired by the lives of so many local
people. We have listened to stories
of amazing survival against the odds
and of activities that build local
community. Often these actions have
come from quite vulnerable people
and are great examples for us all.
We have entered into passionate
discussions with people who long
for community life to be more
equal and loving and have used
our paper to share these ideas more
widely. We have seen how difficult
it often is to produce real change
in various political climates and
faced that a genuine and lengthy
commitment is necessary.
We have often engaged with
political leaders, sometimes
supporting them and sometimes
challenging them to change. We
have no doubt that leadership in any
form is complex and ambiguous,
but we still hope to invite people
to look at grander dreams for local
and national life. As people of faith,
there is a belief that anything is
possible if we will dare to take even
small steps towards creative goals.
Like life itself, producing a paper
involves risk. We may be wrong
in what we say, or less than the
loving people we would aspire to
be. However, if this discourages
us from having a go, we will stay
lesser people than we are called
to be. Underlying it all is the firm
understanding that we are just as
human and fallible as everyone else,
but if we fail to try to be part of the
formation of just and loving human
community, we betray our faith, our
God and the people we long to serve.
Whatever its failings, we
celebrate the 100th edition of
the South Sydney Herald! 

S

readers’ letters
Not too old to work
Ageism is alive and well in the
United Nations and I would be
pleased to know what evasive
action readers might take to my
rejection by the world’s supposedly
non-discriminatory agency (‘Too
old to work’, SSH December).
On application to a UNESCO
communications position, I was
informed I was ineligible if more
than 57 years old – which I am – as
their retirement age is 62 and the
policy was related to the pension
provisions. Having just graduated
with a Masters of International
Relations in April 2011 and having
had an extensive career in the media
and as a diplomat, I thought I would
be a front runner. As the agency’s
online application form specifies

business community alike is to
ensure that there is opportunity for
businesses to open up in the area
and that all consumers continue
to have choice, one which is
competitive and keeps prices low.
If we do not, we run the risk of
driving out of town those who give
our area its character and charm;
not because they don’t want to be
here, but because they can’t afford

date of birth (which it shouldn’t,
only merit should count), I asked if
there was an age limit. This was the
reply from UNESCO’s Paris office to
me via the UNESCO Secretariat in
the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade, Canberra: “... our staff
member in Paris forwarded your
emails to the chief of the recruitment
and classification section. She has
advised that there is an age limit for
job vacancies – 57 years. The reason
for the 57 cut-off is that you need
to work five years to be eligible for
a UNESCO pension, and 62 years is
the UN retirement age.” The Human
Rights Commission in Sydney has
told me to pursue it directly with the
UN but I have had no response.
Lyn Drummond
Glebe

to. Poverty will not be solved by
dilution of the demographics, or by
a makeover of street scapes with a
few new fancy bars and art galleries.
If the Government’s Built
Environment Plan 2 doesn’t drive out
locals through the planned reduction
of social housing stock, will the
yuppification of local business drive
out the locals? What can be achieved
to ensure balance and affordability? S
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Sunflower Photo: David Winterton

Jemima Hall with students from APHEDA Photo: Courtesy of Jemima Hall

Rebuilding a
Kingdom of wonder
Jemima Hall

As a young woman living in
Australia, I was born with a lot of
privileges. I can eat well, drink fresh
water from the tap, study subjects
of my choice under internationally
recognised education. I have the
choice to my own freedom.
Since high school I developed a
strong interest in our neighbouring
Asian countries, but it was in the
summer of 2009 that I found my
path. The Kingdom of Cambodia,
the “Kingdom of Wonder”. I was

hardworking with contagious smiles.
Returning back to Australia in 2010,
I felt a sense of responsibility to the
country I fell in love with. With the
help of my family, friends, colleagues
and the University of Sydney Union,
I was able to pursue my dream of
giving back to those in need.
On November 22, 2010, The USU
Manning Bar hosted “Rebuild A
Kingdom” to raise awareness and
donations for those struggling in
their everyday lives in Cambodia.
I was overwhelmed by the pride and
joy of seeing the event raise $800,
and a large supply of donations.

... I have been touched so deeply by Khmer
people and I have decided to extend my
trip from three months to one year, as I feel
there is potential that needs to be explored.
overwhelmed by the liveliness,
laughter and energy of this country,
as I had only heard about the
disastrous Civil War some 35 years
ago. It wasn’t until I travelled
the country that I found the true
secrets and beauty of Cambodia.
More than 50 per cent of
Cambodians are under the age of
18, as most of the older generation
was lost under the Pol Pot Regime
– making the country not only
fragile, but also very young. The
country suffers severe poverty, lack
of quality healthcare, poor education
and many women live lives framed
by inequality and violence. Despite
this, Cambodians are strong and

A week later the USU awarded
“Rebuild A Kingdom” with a $1000
grant, and the State Coroner’s Court
raised a further $274 allowing me
to pursue this exciting venture.
Since my return to the Kingdom on
December 7, 2011, I have been touched
so deeply by Khmer people and I have
decided to extend my trip from three
months to one year, as I feel there is
potential that needs to be explored.
The original plan was to work
with an orphanage, as I’d heard a
lot about the high percentage of
children being catered for through
such programs. However, I felt
privileged to be introduced to three
organisations that make a difference

in the lives of needy or less fortunate
people within the locality where I
was stationed. The organisations are:
Charitable Humanitarian Organization
In Cambodia by Expats (CHOICE), the
Cambodian Women’s Development
Agency (CWDA) and Australian
People for Health, Education and
Development Abroad (APHEDA).
CHOICE is an expatriate-run
organisation that works at the
grassroots level in remote villages
that border Phnom Penh. The
organisation is small, yet it prides
itself on effectiveness of service
delivery and growth. It runs weekly
food and water delivery services,
and fortnightly education programs.
CHOICE has recently purchased a
small estate in which it hopes to
grow into an established base for the
organisation. The regular activity and
production reflects the dedication
of the expatriates involved.
CWDA is equal to CHOICE in its
scale of operations, and is based in
Phnom Penh. The organisation is
run by the locals, who comprise of
a team of supportive and diligent
staff who are keen to provide care,
support and security to the girls.
CWDA serves to promote women’s
rights and education on domestic
violence, HIV and health education,
as well as support and awareness
to those who have been affected
by the sex trade in Cambodia.
CWDA works alongside APHEDA.
APHEDA is a growing Australian
Union that has many projects within
and outside Cambodia, promoting
equality and human rights to whole
communities. APHEDA has been
extremely supportive, and has
nurtured me during this period.
They have taught me so much about

Garden of
earthy delights
David Winterton

DARLINGTON: It’s a beautiful
sunny day at Charlie’s Garden
in the Charles Kernan Reserve.
The sunflowers are in full
bloom, bees are buzzing,
cucumbers ripe for the picking
and the tomatoes are plump.
Charlie’s Garden is a postage-stamp
of productivity run for and by the
community. Each first Saturday of
the month and on every Wednesday
evening happy gardeners can be seen
tilling the soil and taking home the
fruits of their labours. Passers-by can
be heard to remark on the beauty of
the garden and often stop for a chat.
The first plants were put into
the beds in September 2010 after
consultation with the community by
the City of Sydney. Since then the
soil has been lovingly nurtured and a
few people have gathered to plant a
highly productive communal garden.
As productivity of the garden
increases, so too does the need for
more people to join and enjoy the
benefits of vegetable gardening
– sharing gardening tips and
resources, seed sharing, developing
friendships and eating fresh,
organic, communally grown food.
Community members are welcome
to admire the garden, however
picking and planting is for members

this country and have considerably
contributed to my personal growth.
“Rebuild a Kingdom” is well
underway. Five blackboards and
educational resources have been
provided for the CHOICE education
centre. New curriculums are being
established for both APHEDA and
CWDA. Improved education kits have
been provided for the APHEDA and
CWDA program, and over 50 hours
of learning have been delivered.
This is just one person, in one
month. Imagine the possibilities!
I would like to thank my family,

only. Even so, if you drop by on a
Wednesday evening for a chat, you
may find yourself coming home with
a bunch of herbs. Charlie’s Garden
annual membership is only $30 per
household or $20 for individuals with
discounts for low-income earners.
Members become involved in the
garden by volunteering themselves
on the watering roster, tending
the garden, attending gardening
sessions or becoming a member of
the Garden Executive that guides the
values and overall management of
the garden. Members give whatever
time they can, to learn new skills and
offer their own areas of expertise.
Currently the garden is looking
for a keen composter, a membership
co-ordinator, a fundraiser and anyone
who wants to become involved.
Charlie’s Garden is always on
the lookout for worm farm juice
as well as bamboo or hardwood
stakes. Our compost worms are
currently enjoying coffee grinds from
local cafés and compost from the
S
community enriches our soil. 
To become a member or to find out
more about Charlie’s Garden please
email: info@charliesfoodgarden.com.au
or phone Tanya on 0466 355 295. We
meet every Wednesday from 5.30pm in
the garden and on the first Saturday of
the month at 10am at Café Ella. You can
also find Charlie’s Garden on Facebook.

my friends, the donors, the University
of Sydney Union, the performers at
Rebuild A Kingdom, The Wickens, the
South Sydney Herald, the Waterloo
Recycle Workshop and the NSW
State Coroner’s Court for generosity
and support. I recommend the above
organisations to all volunteers who
intend to work in Cambodia. A special
thank you to all the present dedicated
volunteers in Cambodia who share this
love affair, adding to this marvellous
international cocktail of good
intentions, hope, help and happiness
S
to these deserving people. 
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Yabun – new life,
new energy
Malcolm Weihau Luo
The largest single-day Indigenous
festival was back this year – and
celebrating 10 years – with an artistic
lineup in Victoria Park on January
26. Aimed at presenting Indigenous
knowledge and culture, the annual
festival showcases exhibitions and
information stalls alongside an eyeopening array of music, dance, sport
and culture.
Since it began in 2003, the event has
gone from strength to strength. Norma
Ingram recalls how it all began. "One of
my Community Education students at
UTS, Rosealee Graeme, came up with
the concept of a Survival Concert. That
was in the 1980s, initially at La Perouse".
It is estimated that up to 15,000
people attended Yabun this year.
Although the rain drenched Victoria
Park in the morning, the soggy weather
did not deter revelers.
“The rain is a wonderful theme. We
get new life and we get new energy,
which is the spirit of Yabun, and the
spirit of Aboriginal people who thrive in
this land,” said Steve Miller, Chairperson
of Gadigal Information Service. “It’s
wonderful for the first time that we are
opening with dances, which are all about

reconnecting to spirits, acknowledging
the ancestors, the ancestors of the
Gadigal people in particular.”
When the sun started to shine
upon Victoria Park, thousands poured
through the entrances to the main stage
to see iconic entertainer Christine Anu,
along with Jessica Mauboy, Dan Sultan,
Archie Roach, Jess Beck and others.
Anu expressed what Yabun means to
her: “This is about recognition, this is
about survival, and this is an opportunity
to unite our country, because this is, for
all of us, our island home.”
“I love to perform ‘My Island Home’,”
she said. “When I look out at faces, I see
the expression on people’s faces, they
really believe in every single word in
that song and it makes me feel good. It
seems to me that I am sending a positive
message to everybody.”
“We all need identity,” she continued.
“We all need to believe in something.
I think people need to start opening
up and not to be fearful of each other’s
nationality and each other’s culture.”
This reporter enjoyed the extraspecial work created by the Collie Kids
of Collarenabri on the Young Black
& Deadly (YBD) stage. In 2010 the
Collie Kids opened the Aria Awards at
the Sydney Opera House and have just
released their new single and video clip.

Duke Bailey (aka Duke Box) with Helen Talipeau Photo: Andrew Collis

“These kids’ ages are from eight to
13, and we brought them all the way
down from Collarenabri NSW,” said
event manager, Miah Wright. “They are
a really young, positive hip-pop group,
singing about culture, about where they
come from. They are really cool.”
Yabun has evolved with the addition
of a current and informative cultural
program, presenting panels and
discussion led by some of the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander community’s
most recognised academics and
politicians. The Speak Out, Literature
and Kulture tents featured presentations

including Leadership and Maintaining
our Connection and Speaking Out
Against the Intervention.
In addition to the entertainment,
government and community sector
organisations set up information stalls
promoting their products and services
to the local Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander community.
The Green Zone saw rock climbing
and the Moogahlin Kidz Circus project,
with local Koori Kids presenting an
exciting production that included aerial,
trapeze and circus acts and a focus on
healthy lifestyle.

It’s hard to think of a better way to
celebrate Survival Day/Australia Day
in Sydney. The Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander festival is a celebration
of unity, peace, strength and hope for
the future.
“Yabun is about all of us coming
together and having fun, mixing with all
different nationalities and different types
of people. Tap-dance, draw a picture,”
Miah Wright said. “We like to celebrate
it, and we want to show everybody how
proud and strong and awesome is our
music, art and culture. We are still going
strong and we are going to keep going.”

Sydney Festival –
an appreciation
Anne and Bill Byrne
When we first looked at the program
for the 2012 Festival of Sydney we had
no hesitation in knowing what would
be at the top of our “do not miss” list –
“Walk a Mile in my Shoes” (directed
by Vicki Gordon and featuring the
Barefoot Divas) and “I Am Eora”
(directed by Wesley Enoch). And we
were not disappointed.
Congratulations to Festival Organiser,
Lindy Hume, on arranging this
collaboration between Carriageworks
and the Redfern community. The setting
for these two performances, in a display
entitled Black Capital was a perfect
introduction to these exciting works.
Over the years, there have been many
examples of the power of music and
song. Now there are two more in these

spine-tingling samples of Indigenous
innovation.
Our visits to these shows allowed us
to explore the “Travelling Colony” of
caravans with their videos of Aboriginal
leaders’ reminiscences of Redfern (an
installation by Brook Andrew), and
the Black Theatre’s 40-year display of
highlights with photos, videos, copies
of programs and history.
The powerful singing from the
Barefoot Divas, the stars of “Walk
a Mile in my Shoes”, brought the
audience to its feet.
To bring together singers from
Aboriginal, Maori and Papua New
Guinea traditions was an inspired move.
Everyone will have their favourites but
ours were Australia’s Emma Donovan
and Wirrimako Black with her Maori
tattoo. That is not to downplay the
efforts of Australia’s Ursula Yovich

and Maisey Rika and Merenia, also
from New Zealand, nor the astonishing
Ngaiire from Papua New Guinea.
Wesley Enoch and Anita Heiss
brought together over 30 Aboriginal
performers in “I Am Eora”, a powerful
tale of the varied reactions of the
Eora People to the arrival of Captain
Arthur Phillip and the invaders on
the First Fleet. Three historical
figures – Bennelong, Barrangaroo and
Pemulwuy, were featured in song and
dance with projected background effects
highlighting particular aspects of the
action. Linda Burney’s maiden speech
in the NSW Parliament was a telling
part of the story as was the recording
of a very characteristic interview with
“Mum Shirl”.
We hope future Festivals continue to
give prominence to Aboriginal cultures
and perspectives.

Travelling Colony installation at Carriageworks Photos: Andrew Collis & Bob de Freitas

Breakfast Specials
Eggs Benedict
+
Regular coffee
$8.90
Shop 6, 245-249 Abercrombie St, Darlington. 02 9699 9875

Omelette
+
Regular coffee
$10.00

Valid for Saturday & Sunday until 2pm. Not valid with any other offer. Offer is until
the end of February 2012. Must bring Voucher in to redeem. Limit 1 per person.
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The Reviews
Book Reviews
by Margaret Vazey

A Long Way from Paradise –
Surviving the Rwandan Genocide
Leah Chishugi
Virago, 2010
We never know the day or
the hour when life is going
to change drastically.
One day, Leah Chishugi and her
baby son were driving to the Kigali
Airport, in Rwanda, to meet her
husband after he had finished work.
It was an ordinary, lovely Rwandan
day. There were road blocks because
the President of Rwanda was due to
arrive at Kigali that evening. As she
and her friends sat in the cafe near
the airport, watching the landing of
the President’s plane, there was a loud
explosion, and it crashed in flames.
Almost immediately, the killing
of the minority race (to which she
belonged) started. This was totally
unexpected by her people, but it had
been well organised: neighbours
killed neighbours; husbands in
mixed marriages killed their wives
and children; good people of the
majority race were tortured if they
did not join in the killing. Altogether,
over 800,000 people died. Although

United Nations soldiers were there,
they were not allowed to intervene,
as genocide had not been declared.
Her book is her story of how she
and her child managed to survive this
dreadful time, escape Rwanda, flee
across borders to reach South Africa,
and, eventually, reach England.
It is also the story of how she
came to terms with being a survivor
of such a terrible situation: how
to deal with the guilt of being
one of the people who was still
alive, and how to try to forgive
the perpetrators of these crimes.
This required that she gain an
insight into the social situation which
allowed gangs of young people,
particularly boys and young men, to
sit around doing nothing, thinking
nothing, resenting their situation,
allowing themselves to be organised
by self-serving political persons,
who knew (and still know) just
how to unleash terrible passions.
It is a book we should all read.

Hazel: My Mother’s Story
Sue Pieters-Hawke
Pan Macmillan Australia, 2011
Sue Pieters-Hawke writes lovingly
of her mother. However, this book is

much more than a daughter’s homage
to her Mum. The first part of Hazel’s
life is the story of “everywoman” who
grew up in Australia in the 1930s and
1940s, and married in the 1950s.
Life was so different then. It was
the age of frugality, of “making do”.
In general, housewives did not work
in the world outside the home.
Inside the home, they worked
hard: bottling fruit, making jams and
pickles, preserving eggs for the winter,
growing vegetables, making their own
and their children’s clothes, scrubbing,
washing, polishing, and painting
their homes. They served their
men, looking after their daily needs
and bearing and raising children.
They went to church, and helped
to raise money for worthy causes.
While Hazel was busy at
home, Bob Hawke, the successful
union negotiator, was becoming
a prominent political figure.
Public life demands a huge
sacrifice in the lives of the supporting
partner and the children in a
politician’s family. In the past, a
wife’s contribution to her husband’s
success was generally overlooked,
but Bob Hawke was not an ordinary
man: he had star quality. Media
attention threw a spotlight on
his activities, particularly those of
“human interest”. His private life, and
Hazel’s and their children’s private
lives, came under media scrutiny.
This led to the lowest point in
Hazel’s life. There were days that she
just couldn’t get up. As a remedy, she
became a volunteer worker and later
a paid employee, for the Brotherhood

of St Lawrence. Eventually,
she became a knowledgeable
spokeswoman for disadvantaged
people, championing their rights.
Her final, and perhaps her greatest
gift to the people of Australia,
was to “come out” as a highprofile person who was suffering
from the dreaded, and largely
misunderstood, Alzheimer’s disease.
This book is a beautiful, wellwritten tribute to a heroic life.

»»books@ssh.com.au

Film Review
by Lindsay Cohen

Hugo
Director: Martin Scorsese
Starring: Ben Kingsley, Sacha
Baron Cohen, Asa Butterfield
Genre: BYO Goggles
You can blame Martin Scorsese
for you paying an extra three bucks
to see every movie in future. Because
after Hugo every movie should
be shown in three dimensions.
Whereas Avatar triggered a rush
to make every animated, spooky,
blockbuster, kids or special-effects
loaded film in 3D, Hugo’s triumph

is in demonstrating how a film
for adults can use 3D to immerse
its audience in an experience.
Rather than the gratuitous use
of things popping out of the screen
associated with 3D films, Scorsese
mostly sticks to intimate spaces
and/or internal settings filled with
people. Think of the crowded sensual
experience of being in a train station
at peak hour, the all-encompassing
collision of sights and sounds,
and you’ll get an idea of the
experience Scorsese is portraying.
Alas, the accompanying storyline
doesn’t reach the same heights of
excellence. Hugo is ultimately a
fairytale, and like most fairytales
lacks in character development
and plot depth and requires large
dollops of belief suspension.
For the classic movie buff there are
silent, foreign and black-and-white
film references and clippings galore.
Indeed, the storyline centres around
a small boy’s journey to discover
the link between his father and
the film pioneer Georges Méliès.
That the boy lives in the forgotten
spaces of Paris’ main train station,
keeps the clocks going and repairs
machines only emphasises that this
is a movie about movies and of how
they manipulate time and space.
It’s a mystery why Hugo, the
ultimate 3D experience has also been
released in 2D, even sometimes in
the same cinema complex. That’s
some sacrifice just to save a few
dollars on the admission price.
Rating: Four and-a-half dimensions

»»film@ssh.com.au

Dragon tales and pandas on parade
Peter Whitehead
Our city’s second biggest annual
parade welcomed the Year of the
Dragon on Sunday, January 29,
capping the Australia Day de facto
long weekend with a bang of fireworks
over Darling Harbour. Almost 3,000
performers of various shapes and skills
made their colourfully costumed way
along the spectator-thronged streets
from Town Hall through Chinatown
to Darling Harbour.
Sydney’s Chinese New Year Festival is
the largest outside mainland China. This
year’s festivities have been augmented by
performers from Chungdu, the capital
city of Sichuan Province in south west
China beneath the Himalayas and the
home of the giant pandas. The troupe
of ethnic minorities artists showcased
traditional performance skills on the
Monday night at Town Hall. Sunday
evening they enlivened a dancing fire
dragon that slithered hither and thither
along the streets with all the fresh energy
of a New Year.
There were a lot more dragons to thrill
and bemuse viewers lining the streets up
to 10 deep at prime vantage points. A
nine-metre long dragon drooling water
from its toothy maw was a favourite for
Gill Minervini, the Parade’s creative
director. Another dragon, cleverly
concocted from pots and pans and

sundry kitchen stuff, reminded us how
many Chinese restaurants have a dragon
in their title.
Above the procession light projections
made our city’s streets exotically Chinese.
The Twilight Parade is the keystone of
the City of Sydney’s Chinese New Year
Festival. Lord Mayor, Clover Moore,
notes: “In recent years, the Festival has
expanded to embrace other countries
that observe the Lunar Calendar,
including Korea and Vietnam.”
It was a very orderly event. The crowd,
a diverse mix, stayed peaceably behind
the barriers. The footpaths remained
navigable – although not too easily for
parents pushing prams.
Your correspondent mused after the
event that closing the streets may cost
more than staging the parade. At the
Parade’s present size it may be better
to splurge more on festivities and hold
them in Darling Harbour.
And yet the road closures adjoining
the parade route from 6pm did provide
early arrivers the strange freedom of
roads usually choked with motor
transport. Some took the opportunity
for impromptu picnics in George
Street. Others kept pubs and takeaway
refreshment stores busy.
All in all a fine finale to Sydney’s
Festival month of January, an end to
summer holidays, a welcome to the New
Working Year and no rain on the Water
Dragon’s Parade!

Pandas on parade Photo: Andrew Blunt (City of Sydney)
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Life as it is

Johnny Bell in his Redfern studio Photo: Andrew Collis (Inset: Johnny Bell, “Dancers” (2010))

Andrew Collis
Johnny Bell’s current exhibition at
the Orchard Gallery (South Sydney
Uniting Church) has attracted
numerous visitors and garnered praise
for an artist regarded an “outsider” and
a mentor. At the show’s opening on
December 17, Redfern-based artist
Adam Hill referred to Bell as “one of
the masters”.
Shall We Dance? features more than 20

works, including drawings and paintings
(mostly in gouache paint, some chalk and
ink). “I like gouache,” Bell says. “I have
used oils in the past, but oils can take a
long time to dry. Gouache is fast-drying,
so good for a travelling artist.”
The works evoke a sense of place –
landscapes and seascapes – but are not
literal depictions of place. Works are
informed by experiences in East and West
Timor, Bali, Alor, Papua New Guinea,
Kiribati, Fiji, Warren (western NSW),
Cook Town, Mackay, Machen’s Beach

“The Forest and the Tent”, Silver gelatin, Hand-printed Photo: Bob Kersey

Galleries of
Danks Street unite
SSH
Syndicate is a new concept for
galleries in Sydney. It represents a
new gallery model comprising four
independent identities operating out
of one exhibition space. Established in
September 2011, Syndicate at Danks is
currently up to its seventh exhibition
in the space.

C u r a t o r s S a n d y E d w a rd s
(ARTHERE) and Mary Meyer
(MEYER GALLERY ) exhibit
photography; Rebecca Ayre-Smith
(AEON ARTS) contemporary artists;
and Michelle Perry (MARNLING
PRESS) promotes limited edition
artists’ prints.
These four established gallerists

(8 miles north of Cairns) and Arnhem
Land. In conversation the artist alludes
to the “island in my mind”.
“I grew up in Coogee and Maroubra,”
Bell recalls. “I came from a family of
sailors and boat-builders, so I suppose
it makes sense for me to be attracted to
the sea and to coastal cultures. I’ve always
loved the sea.”
The work also bears witness to growing
up in Sydney in the 1950s. It was an era
before overt commercialisation. “We all
sold pictures and we were grateful of

decided to take on the gallery world
from a new perspective. Each with a
different background in the art world – as
consultants, curators and agents – they
each brought their stable of artists, wide
experience and talents to the table.
Syndicate is a new concept of gallery
that incorporates four independent art
businesses alternating their exhibitions,
resulting in an exciting and innovative
exhibition calendar. The main difference
from a standard gallery is that rather than
representing individual artists, Syndicate
represents four arts organisations.
Syndicate operates as a commercial
gallery providing the art buyer with
a diverse exhibition program and the
added pleasure of four independent
stockrooms to explore. The calendar
rotates exhibitions in a range of
contemporary art, photography,
prints and painting, always providing
something fresh and invigorating to
discover on the walls.
The official launch of Syndicate at
Danks on February 21 will showcase
one artist from each curator, in an
exhibition highlighting the unique yet
complementary practices of the group.
The launch is free and open to the public.
The Artists to be featured at the
Launch:
AEON ARTS Paul Conner, Painting
ARTHERE Matt Palmer, Photography
MARNLING PRESS Fred Cress,
limited edition signed prints MEYER
GALLERY Bob Kersey, Traditional
B&W Photography
Exhibition: February 14-25
Launch: Tuesday February 21, 6-8pm
2 Danks Street Waterloo
Contact Rebecca Ayre-Smith
0417 685 347
www.artwhatson.com.au/syndicate
Tue-Sat 11am-5pm or by appointment
Cost: Free

labouring and construction, including
work with industrial glass blowers and
road workers. He has also worked as a
life model and an art teacher. “I worked
at Dover Heights Girls as a casual
teacher, but I didn’t like the system, I
couldn’t teach the way the Education
Department insisted. So that didn’t last
long. I just like to bring out what a person
has to offer, his or her own talents, not to
impose, but to respond to questions and
to offer technical help when asked.” (Bell
currently teaches at the Orchard Gallery
where he is also Artist in Residence).
“I was famous for a short time in
the early 1960s,” Bell smiles. “In 1963
I made enough in one show to last me
two years.” The cut-throat art scene was
not for him, however, and he soon exited
the scene to pursue more personal and
eclectic interests – helping to set up art
and recreation centres in Lane Cove,
Redfern and Woolloomooloo, painting
and drawing, body surfing, observing and
dancing. “Sometimes I think I’m more
inspired by music and dance than I am
by visual art and other artists,” he says.
“I’m just cruising really, not having
to prove anything.” In the midst of artmaking Bell experiences a happiness he
has learned to value and cultivate. “When
I’m drawing or painting I’m a child,
receiving life as it is. I like to be available
to receive it. When I’ve completed a work
I feel so lucky, just lucky.”
Shall We Dance?
Works by Johnny Bell
The Orchard Gallery
56a Raglan St, Waterloo
Till February 17
Phone 0438 719 470

The Green Desert
Photographs by Peter Elfes
February 2 – May 27
Level 1, Customs House, 31 Alfred Street, Circular Quay
February 1-28
The Palm House, Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney
Customs House Phone: (02) 9242 8555
Both venues are open daily
This exhibition is free to the public
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/customshouse/whatson
www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/Autumnofthearts/exhibitions
www.peterelfesphotography.com

GZA at the Metro Theatre, January 7 Photo: Lyndal Irons

Mineral deposits colour an ancient
desert river dormant for many years

Artist Profile: Johnny Bell

support,” Bell says. “There were fewer
galleries, and paintings weren’t sold as
investments. Collectors were genuine,
you knew them personally. There were
even affordable shows – the four-guinea
and eight-guinea shows at Macquarie
Galleries in Phillip Street. People would
sleep outside the gallery the night before
the opening, just to get a picture.”
At the age of 14, Bell was enrolled
at East Sydney Technical College. A
year later he became involved with the
Katherine Dunham Dance Group in
residence at the old Tivoli Theatre across
the road from Belmore Park. “It was
a wonderful old theatre – and a time
in my life I would call inspirational.”
Bell remembers meeting with dance and
performance artists at the Tivoli. “There
was comedian Moe McCaughey, show
girls, vaudeville acts, people from all over
South America, Haitians and African
Americans. I used to sit in the opera
box with the Haitian drummers and
draw every night.” The artist was “pretty
relaxed” in the creative environment,
enjoying the stories in dance and the
“incredible music”.
“What really got me involved with
the Timorese in 1975 was their love
of music and dance. I went to a lot of
Timorese dances and really loved it,”
Bell says. Fiercely empathetic toward
people suffering any kind of oppression,
Bell’s politics are more personal than
ideological. “You’ve got to have the
freedom to act on your own instinctive
sense of what’s right and what’s wrong.
Then you are able to be at the right place
at the right time. I trust people who trust
me. Then something good can come of it.”
Over the years Bell has taken jobs in
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Moving frames and trains
The Eveleigh and International Railway Film Festival (part of the Australian Technology Park’s Open
Day on February 25) is the first step to establishing an annual film event presenting a wide range of
railway-related heritage, feature, technical and social films using a similar model developed by the
International Union of Railways (UIC) which recently held its 19th International Railway Film Festival
in Paris. The film program will be presented in three separate locations through the day.
Morning Session (ATP’s 500-Seat Theatre)
A Tribute to JP McGowan, ‘The Railroad Man’
From 9.30am. Including: Stunt Love, the film story of JP McGowan
Hollywood Producer life and his Eveleigh Railway Workshop
background; The Lost Express (1926, silent) with Helen Holmes
and directed by JP McGowan; The Hurricane Express, a trailer
of a JP McGowan film.
Afternoon Session (ATP’s 500-Seat Theatre)
Modernisation
From 1pm. Including: Bound for the Future, a 17-minute film on
the Bullet Train in Japan; The Engineering Connection – Design
Technology behind the Bullet Train, a 30-minute film; Modern Light
Rail for City Transport, a modern film from the Sydney Tramway
Museum; Australasian Railway Association’s high-speed train
footage; Bombay Railways, a film on the social impact of rail on
the city of Bombay made by the BBC; The Ballad of Betty and Joe,
a 12-minute award-winning light-hearted film on life in Sydney’s
Devonshire Street Railway Tunnel (sponsored by Ballard Films).
Morning Session (ATP’s 120-Seat Theatre)
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops & Sydney Heritage Light
Rail System
From 9.30am. Including Steam Power, a film on the Locomotive
workshops produced in 2001 by Lucy Taksa with the support from
the AMWU; Films of the Steam Age, a film program to be selected
from former ABC film producer Jim Powe (with material on the
Eveleigh Large Erecting workshop which still has the capacity to
overhaul Steam Locomotives and retain work skills related to the
steam era; Shooting Through (about the Sydney Tram System).

Afternoon Session (ATP’s 120-Seat Theatre)
Establishing an Australian Railway Film Catalogue & Search
for Lost Railway Films
From 1pm. Including footage from recent DVD: Lost Australian
Railway Films (Belbin Video); Island Shunters (1977), produced
by Tim Woolmer; Bundy’s Last Great Adventure, the last possible
serviceable bit of track in Queensland’s far north is the setting –
a team of steam train enthusiasts, from all walks of life, take their
beloved “out of service” museum steam locomotive on small-gauge
tracks (directed by Larry Zetlin).

Brian Dunnett and Keith Audet outside the Large Erecting Shop in Eveleigh Photo: Anfrew Collis

ATP Seminar Room
The Trains Roll On – Film and Seminar on Future Potential
of Railway Related Films in Australia and Internationally
(for local filmmakers)
10am Introduction followed by The Train Rolls On and
open discussion.
ATP Seminar Room
Short Film Competition Screenings
1pm Introduction by National Secretary or NSW State Secretary
of the Rail Tram and Bus Union. Followed by short film entries and
judging. Calling for short films on the idea of “My Train” with an
emphasis on entertaining, challenging, and informative shorts
about the Australian rail networks. The competition is open to all
Film Maker Groups, Students, Railway Organisations, Businesses,
Unions and Enthusiasts. Further details available from The Eveleigh
and International Railway Film Society secretary Brian Dunnett at:
bdunnett@aapt.net.au. Visit eveleigh-railway-film-fest.com .

South Sydney Crossword

CROSSWORD
BY D.W.

Across
1. *Vom tool? Brew this cocktail! (7)
6. *In Uni fees, develop a hunch (9)
7. Skim across a river (5,3)
11. --- 101, SBS series (4,4)
16. *Employ tool (9)
17. *Midriff flaunts mean bod (7)
Down
1. Housekeeper (4)
2. Whole --- Love, Led Zeppelin track (5)
3. Cliched (5)
4. *Quashes black holes (5)
5. *How the critic muttered a witticism? (6)
8. *Express disdain at young king? (3)
9. Caviar (3)
10. *Rolling dice draws every primary vote (6)
12. Beige (5)
13. Brandish (5)
14. Vapour (5)
15. Shock (4)

First correct entry receives a prize.
Send to: South Sydney Crossword
PO Box 3288, Redfern NSW 2016
* Denotes cryptic clue

Poetry

News Bulletin, 20 October 2016
Today Monsanto
won its claim to ownership
of Van Gogh’s painting, Irises,
Hiroshige’s woodcut Irises at Horiken,
the novels of Iris Murdoch
In tune with the holy spirits
and any fictional work, for instance,
in time with the ghosts of time
with agents orange and mellow yellow The Aeneid,
making reference
and the smell of burning
to the Greek deity, Iris, the bearer
children primal screaming
of the soul to heaven.
forevermore that battle
of mind and conscience
From today on, the name Iris is outlawed
divided and divining
for global citizens. It is anticipated
the many lost souls in time
that Monsanto will now proceed
and NOW
to proscribe all other flowering plants.
wake up, feel and dread
Insiders say that Monsanto
the footfalls of the mighty dead
will begin with rose, which they promise
the silent freezing stars
will smell as sweet by any other name
and the voice of Voodoo Children
if you can afford a permit
– Adrian Spry
for cultivation.
– Catherine Wood
Midnight hot as day
cicadas, crickets announce
noon night tango!
– Heather Robinson

WORDPLAY – Creative Writing Group
Woolpack Hotel Redfern,
229 Chalmers Street, Redfern
6-8pm Wed, February 1 & 15.
Phone Andrew on 8399 3410
All welcome

Primary school readers are invited to colour the
Gunyadyu strip for a chance to win a signed Gunyadyu
artwork and feature in the March issue of the SSH. Send to
editor@ssh.com.au or PO Box 3288 Redfern NSW 2016.

For translation visit www.dharug.dalang.com.au
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SSH advertising works:

"Since our ad has been in the SSH, it's been phenomenal. It has really raised our profile in the community.
Interest has increased ten-fold from the old way of letterbox dropping." Wayne Lindeman, Food Distribution Network, Waterloo

BABANA

BABANA

Aboriginal Men’s Group

Next meeting Friday, February 24
12-2pm,NCIE, Redfern
Contact: Mark Spinks 9243 3546

Redfern

Uniting Churches

ALL WELCOME!
South Sydney Uniting Church
(56a Raglan St, Waterloo)

SATURDAY ART CLASS
12-4pm Sat. Feb. 11 & 25

All materials provided
Gold coin donation
Phone 8399 3410

Volunteers’ news
pat clarke

food distribution network
home delivery of low-cost fresh fruit & vegetables

The Food Distribution Network is a not-for-profit organisation that
delivers boxes of fresh and inexpensive fruit and vegies to older
people, people with disabilities, people living with HIV/AIDS and carers
who live in the City of Sydney and need assistance living independently
at home. For $9 you can have a box of 6-8kg of fruit and/or vegies
delivered to your door each week or fortnight.
Please call 9699 1614 or e-mail enquiries@fdn.org.au for more
information. These services are funded by the Home and
Community Care programme and the AIDS Trust of Australia.

4-6pm, Thursday February 16
Waterloo Neighbourhood Centre
Shop 5/95 Wellington St, Waterloo
Community event sponsored by Mabel Chang
Supported by City of Sydney Council, University of NSW
Community Development Project, Waterloo Neighbourhood
Advisory Board, Housing NSW and The Factory Community Centre

REDWatch

Cnr St Johns Rd
& Colbourne Ave Glebe
Worship Sun 6 for 6.15pm
‘Colbourne Ave’ intimate
candlelit concerts Thu 8pm
Huw Luscombe 9518 9413

And closer to home, to this 100th issue of the SSH.
Congratulations to all our volunteers, who do everything
for the paper, and members of the Editorial Committee
who make it all happen.

Phone Geoffrey Turnbull

We also said a fond farewell to Ali Blogg who retired as our
long-standing volunteer photographer and Photo Editor.
Until next time,
Pat Clarke (Distribution Co-ordinator)

of the month at The Factory
Community Centre.
(02) 8004 1490.
Email mail@redwatch.org.au

Leichhardt University Church
3 Wetherill St, Leichhardt
(near Norton St)
Worship 6.30pm Sunday
Rev. Dr John Hirt 0408 238 117

Newtown Mission

Waterloo
Recycling
Workshop

280 King St Newtown
Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday
Rev Ps Doug Clements
9519 9000

Workshop and market open Fridays
9am-12pm.

Paddington Uniting Church

Turungah Flats, 1 Phillip St, Waterloo
(lower car park).
Affordable furniture and
household goods.
Donations gladly received (no white
goods
or electrical apps).
Volunteers welcome
(phone Naomi on 0407 576 098)

patriciaaclarke@optusnet.com.au

Chinese New Year Lunch
8th Anniversary Chinese New Year
FREE ALL WELCOME!

Glebe Cafe Church

Meetings first Thursday

Thanks to all of you who came to our End-of-Year get
together. It was a great success, and I hope you had as good
a time as I did. It was terrific to meet up with those of you
I’d only spoken to by phone. Volunteers received a mug with
a cartoon by norrie, and we had quiz prizes, door prizes and
five volunteers were given a reusable shopping bag with the
same brilliant cartoon emblazoned on it. They were John
Lanzky, Ross Smith, norrie, Lyn Turnbull and yours truly.

56a Raglan St Waterloo
Worship (Eucharist) 10am Sunday
Rev Andrew Collis 8399 3410
Welcoming people of all ages,
cultural backgrounds,
sexual orientations and identities.
Peace with justice, integrity
of creation.

Drawing by Jan Short

Welcome to 2012, Year of the Dragon, as well as
International Year of Cooperatives, and International Year
of Sustainable Energy for All.

Can you believe that so many of you have slogged it
out over 100 times? Could be a Guinness World Record
(I’m working on it).

South Sydney Uniting Church

CHANGING ATTITUDES BOOK LAUNCH
Changing Attitudes was started in Melbourne. It seeks to promote full inclusion
for GLBTI people within the churches. The book was launched in Melbourne and the editor,
a retired Anglican Minister, would like to introduce it to the rest of Australia. In conjunction
with the launch, Changing Attitudes hopes also to broaden its membership and
help promote tolerance.
Justice Michael Kirby will be guest speaker for the Sydney Launch at Paddington
Uniting Church on February 22 at 6pm. All welcome. The book is called "Five Uneasy Pieces".
Five Anglican scholars look at key biblical texts.
Edited by Nigel Wright. Contact: justin.whelan@paddingtonuca.org.au

395 Oxford St Paddington
Church Open 10am-2pm
1st and 3rd Saturdays
Worship Sunday 7.30pm
Office 9331 2646

Pitt Street Uniting Church
264 Pitt St, Sydney
Worship 10 am Sunday
& 6 pm (2nd and 4th Sundays)
Rev Ian Pearson 9267 3614

Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St Potts Point
Worship 10am,
Bible Study 5pm Sunday
Rev Graham Long 9358 6996

YOUR LOCAL MEMBERS

Tanya Plibersek MP
Federal Member for Sydney

Malcolm Turnbull MP
Federal Member for Wentworth

Jamie Parker MP
State Member for Balmain

Kristina Keneally MP
State Member for Heffron

Clover Moore MP
State Member for Sydney

Carmel Tebbutt MP
State Member for Marrickville

150 Broadway, Broadway
NSW 2007

Level 1/5a Bronte Rd, Bondi Junction
NSW 2022

112a Glebe Point Rd, Glebe
NSW 2037

Shop 117, 747 Botany Rd, Rosebery
NSW 2018

58 Oxford St, Paddington
NSW 2021

244 Illawarra Rd, Marrickville
NSW 2204

T: 02 9379 0700
F: 02 9379 0701

T: 02 9369 5221
F: 02 9369 5225

T: 02 9660 7586
F: 02 9660 6112

T: 02 9699 8166
F: 02 9699 8222

T: 02 9360 3053
F: 02 9331 6963

T: 02 9558 9000
F: 02 9558 3653

Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au

Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au

balmain@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Kristina.keneally@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Marrickville@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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Hares looking great
Adrian Spry

They’re back! I went to the
Return to Redfern trial match
against the Warrington Wolves last
Saturday, January 28 (Australian
Technology Park Performance
Centre at Redfern Oval). And mate,
they’ve definitely returned! It
was a solid effort, despite the
home side going down 34-28.

Artie Beetson at the Babana office in Redfern Photo: Courtesy of Mark Spinks

Artie and the State of Oranges
Michael Page

With his big broad smile Artie was
much loved and revered by a generation
of Rugby League supporters. Perhaps
more than any other sporting legend
the enduring image was Artie “the
likeable”. His death brought about
spontaneous gatherings of baby
boomers keen to salute Artie with a
few beers, lots of stories and of course
a meat pie or two.
Artie Beetson’s death conjured up
many other lasting images. The media
tended to focus on a veteran Artie
donning his beloved Maroon jersey for
the first time and getting into a fracas

with Parramatta teammate Mick Cronin
in the inaugural State of Origin. For others
it was a more youthful Artie playing for
Easts in the mid 1970s slowing the play
down and magically putting the likes of
Russell Fairfax and Ron Coote through
gaps in the opposition’s defence that only
Artie could see.
But for Mark Spinks of Babana
Aboriginal Men’s Group it’s Artie and a
big box of oranges. “When we opened
up last year Artie was one of our first
visitors and he came in with his big smile
and a box of the most beautiful tasting
oranges.”
The Artie Mark Spinks knew was not
the legendary footballer – in fact they
rarely talked about football. “Artie would

often say, ‘Spinksy, you’re the only bloke I
know who doesn’t talk football with me’.”
Mark and Artie met through Artie’s
work as Ambassador for Department of
Human Services while Mark worked as
Indigenous Community Development
Officer at Centrelink. The two soon
discovered they shared roots that traced
back to Brewarrina (yes, Artie was a New
South Welshman!). Mark organised many
community events in which Artie was
involved, presenting and talking about
a myriad of topics outside football such
as anti-smoking, alcohol and drug abuse
and other health issues.
When Mark left Centrelink to take
up his role as Chair of Babana, Artie
continued to offer support as keynote

There is something deeply
satisfying about a large crowd
at a suburban (inner-city)
ground: 5,000 members in the
grandstand, smiling children, an
excitable ground announcer, and
the “let’s get ready to rumble”
jive … the whiff of Dencorub
… Oh yes, the footy’s back!

speaker and chief crowd puller. After
years in football, Artie’s work with the
community was eye-opening for him.
Artie was big-hearted and agreeable
particularly when it came to community
causes and events. Mark laughs about
a function at Sydney Town Hall where
he somehow managed to talk Artie
into being Santa Claus to a group of
disadvantaged kids. “I can still see Artie
in that Santa Claus suit, two sizes too
small, big white beard, in 40 degree heat.”
Artie’s generosity was legendary. “He
never said a bad word about anyone. He
was always ready with a laugh and a
smile and ready to be photographed or
sign an autograph for anyone.”
For Mark Spinks, Artie was unique

Every year it’s exciting. You
just can’t beat rugby league and
Sydney weekend arvos. They go
together like a pie and sauce.
2012 should be a good year for
Souths. I don’t want to make any
outrageous claims. It’s going to be a
long season and no doubt a rollercoaster ride but there is definitely a
good feeling about Bunny Town.
The game itself was average, and
after all only a trial, but I’m sure the
South Sydney hierarchy could take
plenty of positives out of it. I thought
George Burgess looked good. Adam
Reynolds did a good job at half-back.
Shaune Corrigan played well and
scored two tries. Talanoa played
very well (as always) at fullback and
underlined his utility value. And oh
yes! Matt King’s hair’s looking great! S

and irreplaceable. Mark and Babana
will, of course, continue their focus on
helping Indigenous men in a variety of
issues such as housing, employment
and health. And they will honour their
friendship and Artie’s legacy with a big
framed photo of Artie filling up most of
the red two-seater couch at the Babana
office just after he delivered that box of
S
oranges a few months back. 
Babana will be hosting an event on
February 15 aboard the new Tribal Warrior
Boat to connect and inform people about
the various government agencies and
services available. To find out more about
Babana Men’s Group, their services and
events please go to www.babana.org.au

